Integration Agreement between JO Software and we-do-IT
Flagship products cableScout® and LatLonGO® to be tightly coupled
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cableScout® Network Management Software
cableScout® is a cable management system developed by JO Software especially for the
documentation and planning of Wide Area, Metropolitan Area, Access, and Local Area Networks. It
allows the comprehensive data collection and transparent representation of even highly complex
optical fiber, copper, broadband and FTTH structures. Within this framework, the software supports
any type of transmission technique which can be administered at the logical, physical or virtual
layer. cableScout® be found amongst companies of all sizes and industry sectors. They include
telecommunications companies (service providers/carriers), public utilities, energy, gas, oil, water
and cable-TV providers, airports, mining companies, highway administrations and engineering
practices.
“When we first came across LatLonGO® at the end of 2013 we were impressed by its concept,
architecture, advanced functionality and ease-of-integration. We decided against developing our
own Mobility solution in favor of adopting the software as an integrated cableScout®/LatLonGO®
option and offering to our market” explains Ralph Kosztovits, Marketing Executive JO Software „our
technical and marketing co-operation has been great and we are looking forward to show this
exciting new cableScout® addition to our clients and new prospects”.
LatLonGO® is a GIS agnostic, SAP Certified ERP Mobility Solution enabling the Spatial Enterprise, by
providing “any data on any server to any client – anytime (offline)”. The LatLonGO® Mobility suite
from we-do-IT provides strong business benefits to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) customers in
the telco/utility industry enabling hundreds or thousands of mobile field crew to access back-end GIS
for their inspection, field engineering or vegetation management tasks. Crews can red-line existing
assets and return this information to the office for processing in their back-office GIS.
LatLonGO® has been created by geospatial IT specialists with 20+ years of Oracle, SAP, Smallworld,
ESRI, Intergraph, spatialNET, etc… experience in GIS/ERP Integration including in-depth Utility and
Telco domain expertise.
“We realised the enormous potential and benefits for our customers in the telco space in bringing
these two solutions together into a seamless integrated platform” explains Dr Walter Hesse, CEO of
we-do-IT. “LatLonGO® provides the end-user with a system for distributing spatial Enterprise data to
any touch client mobile device (iPad, Android, Windows7/8 tablets) off-line as well as SAP-UI and
conventional web clients on-line. LatLonGO® compresses, encrypts and distributes data, allowing
users to work in sometimes connected mode. Providing this kind of Mobility to the industry-leading
cableScout® software is a real privilege”.

About JO Software Engineering GmbH
cableScout® is a network management system that has been specifically developed by JO Software
Engineering for the professional documentation, planning and administration of complex
telecommunications networks in the wide area, metropolitan area and access network sectors.
cableScout® enables companies to comprehensively administer in one system all types and
topologies of fibre optic and copper networks, together with inventory and connectivity details. The
installed transmission and access technologies including SDH, PDH, xWDM, xPON, Ethernet/IP, xDSL
and FTTx, can easily be administrated at the physical, logical and virtual layer. cableScout® can be
found amongst companies of all sizes and industry sectors. They include telecommunications
companies (service providers/carriers), public utilities, energy, gas, oil, water and cable-TV providers,
airports, mining companies, highway administrations and engineering practices.
JO Software Engineering GmbH is a modern software company with over 25 years’ experience in
network technology and engineering. Since 1998 the company has focused on the development and
sales of the leading network management software cableScout. According to the motto »standing
still means falling behind«, a great deal of time and effort has been invested in innovation and in the
further development of cableScout with the objective of always keeping ahead of the competition.
That this objective has been achieved is reflected in the fact that the company now has over 250
customers for whom cableScout provides efficient network administration.
cableScout® reference sites include Vattenfall Europe Netcom, RWE Deutschland AG, UPC Austria,
UPC Cablecom, EAG Oberösterreich, Luxconnect, Versatel Germany, EKZ Zurich, WINGAS/Gazprom,
City of Yekaterinburg, WWZ Telecom, GAS & COM, ASTRA Swiss highway administration,
Department of Transport Abu Dhabi, Orkufjarskipti Iceland, TV Kazaan, Netstar Moldawia and many
more.
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About we-do-IT
we-do-IT offers full life-cycle support to global clients in telecommunication, electricity, gas, and
water utility industries. We specialise in FTTx Physical Network Inventory (PNI) development and
support and have class-room trained 1,400+ FTTx PNI operators. Over nearly 20 years, we have
worked on every GIS Business System Integration aspect imaginable and have accumulated a vast
specialised domain knowledge base in the Telco and Utilities industry. We source best-of-breed
technology and like-minded International partners to fulfil our customer's needs.
LatLonGO® was released in 2013 and has been sold to major electricity, gas and telco utilities
totaling 3.2m connection points.
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